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Recipient Project title Funding 

Australia and New Zealand School of 
Government

Developing a national monitoring and evaluation framework for 
disaster recovery programs 

$120,000

Nous Group Delivery and implementation of recovery and impact assessment 
guidance material

$94,000

Women’s Health Goulburn North East Inc All on Board: incorporation of National Gender and Emergency 
Management Guidelines

$96,030

Geoscience Australia 10-minute bushfire hotspot updates from Himawari-8 $250,000

Geoscience Australia Improving national situational awareness $200,000 

Australasian Fire and Emergency Service 
Authorities Council in partnership with the 
Attorney-General’s Department, Emergency 
Management Australia 

A capability roadmap: building emergency management in 
Australia 

$200,000 

Country Fire Authority Victoria Development of the improved assessment of grassland fuels and 
fire behaviour

$320,000

University of Adelaide National extreme heat warnings: investigating regional 
temperature triggers and responses

$170,000

Volunteering Australia Future directions for emergency management volunteers $150,000 

State Emergency Management Committee 
Secretariat (Western Australia) 

Keeping our mob safe – strategy revision $150,000 

Vicdeaf All hands on deck: preparing Auslan signers for an emergency $240,000 

University of Adelaide Developing bushfire and heatwave information resources with 
CALD communities 

$145,000

Central Queensland University Building the disaster resilience of the homeless community and 
services

$82,676

State Emergency Management Committee 
Secretariat (Western Australia)

State-level risk assessments: assistance to states and territories $185,000

Bureau of Meteorology National flash flood information repository $330,000 

Queensland Farmers’ Federation Disaster resilience planning for Australian agriculture $257,000 

Geoscience Australia Development of flood vulnerability models for non-residential 
properties 

$130,000 

Bushfire and Natural Hazards Cooperative 
Research Centre 

Development of simulation and gaming software $27,500 

Public Safety Business Agency (Queensland) Capability development sub-committee project officer $120,000 

Ministry for Police and Emergency Services 
(New South Wales)

Community engagement sub-committee project officer $120,000

State Emergency Management Committee 
Secretariat (Western Australia)

Risk assessment, measurement and mitigation sub-committee 
project officer

$120,000

Department of the Chief Minister 
(Northern Territory)

Recovery sub-committee project officer $120,000

The Attorney-General’s Department awarded 22 National Emergency 
Management Projects grants for 2015–16. These projects help Australian 
communities to prepare for, respond to, and recover from natural 
disasters and emergencies.

National Emergency Management 
Projects 2015–16
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	Foreword
	Dr Michael Rumsewicz, Editor-in-Chief, Australian Journal of Emergency Management

	Perceptions of risk and connection to landscape
	By Brenda Leahy, Communications Officer, Australasian Fire and Emergency Service Authorities Council

	Knowing fire: exploring the scope and management of the tacit fire knowledge of agency staff
	Anthony English, Parks Victoria, explains the uses and value of tacit knowledge to meet the objectives of fire agencies in Victoria. •

	Science in Motion: integrating scientific knowledge into bushfire risk mitigation in southwest Victoria
	Dr Timothy Neale and Dr Jessica K. Weir, Western Sydney University, and Professor Stephen Dovers, Australian National University, discuss the interface between science, policy and practice through a case study of bushfire risk mitigation. •

	Preparing for disaster: preparedness in a flood and cyclone prone community
	Katerina Kanakis and Dr Connar J. McShane suggest that emergency planning that targets both social connectedness and self-efficacy may be most effective in enhancing preparatory behaviours. •

	Motorist behaviour during the 2015 Shoalhaven floods 
	Andrew Gissing, Katharine Haynes, Lucinda Coates, and Chas Keys, Risk Frontiers, examine the effectiveness of warnings and road signage on motorist behaviour. •

	New generation flood forecasting and decision support system for emergency management
	Dr Hamid Mirfenderesk, Don Carroll, Elton Chong, Ali Jafari, Nafis Hossain, Ryan van Doorn and Scott Vis, Gold Coast City Council, explain decision systems and detail such a system being used by Gold City Council for flood emergencies. •

	Organisational resilience and emergency management
	Dr Bernard Mees, Professor Adela J. McMurray and Professor Prem Chhetri, RMIT University, consider the concept of resilience in volunteer-based emergency services organisations. •

	Assessing community disaster resilience using a balanced Scorecard: lessons learnt from three Australian communities
	Imogen Ramsey, Dr Malinda Steenkamp, Andrea Thompson, Dr Olga Anikeeva, Professor Paul Arbon and Professor Kristine Gebbie, Torrens Resilience Institute, describe the implementation of the Community Disaster Resilience Scorecard in three Australian commun

	Twitter turns ten: its use to date in disaster management
	Neil Dufty, Molino Stewart Pty Ltd, examines the adoption of Twitter in times of disasters over the past ten years.

	Notes from the Field
	Managed by us mob: helping remote northern communities face natural hazards
	By Nathan Maddock, Communications Officer, Bushfire and Natural Hazards CRC

	Anniversary of the 1931 Hawke’s Bay earthquake 
	By Mischa Hill, Emergency Management Advisor, Wellington Region Emergency Management Office
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